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Levant’s mind was buzzing. Did my dad really lie about this?

“I believe my third condition is nothing hard for you. If you can achieve this, I’ll detoxify
another thirty percent of their poison.”

Crystal Rose’s words caused the three to exchange glances with each other.

Not hard? How could killing someone not be hard?

Plus, the person she ordered them to kill was no other than Murphy. He was Levant’s father
and also the uncle of Evan and Davin. There was no way it was considered an easy task.

“You’re asking us to break into Wicked Palace to kill its owner. How is this not difficult? It’s
nearly mission impossible!” Davin sighed.

“I’m sure you can do it if you try. Of course, if you decide to stop their treatment, you can opt
not to.” After that, the woman turned back to the bamboo house.

Levant stared at Evan suspiciously. “Are you seriously considering killing your uncle for
Nina’s treatment?”

The man shot a look at him. “I’m just curious what he did for Crystal Rose to resent him so
much.”

Levant was speechless, for he was also unsure of the answer.
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“Perhaps there’s a misunderstanding between them. Before we came here, we even called
Uncle Morris to understand the situation. By his tone, he seemed not to be lying about not
knowing her.”

After Davin finished his explanation, Levant pitched in, “I also think that this weird woman
got it wrong. There’s no way my dad would lie so blatantly!”

At that moment, Draven suddenly walked up to them and reminded them, “Mr. Seet, I was
the one who found out that there was history between Crystal Rose and the owner of
Wicked Palace. There’s a rumor circulating that Crystal Rose was not the woman’s initial
name. She had changed her name upon arriving at Nepenthe Valley from K Nation.”

Once Draven finished talking, Davin took a moment to think before asking, “So what you’re
trying to say is that Crystal Rose was using another name while in K Nation. Therefore,
Uncle Morris would only recognize her initial name and not Crystal Rose!”

“What was she called before?” Levant looked toward Draven for an answer.

After thinking for a moment, Draven answered, “I’m not sure about her full name, but her
nickname was called Jordyn.”

“Jordyn?” Levant repeated the name. “I’m not sure if my dad will know her.”

“You can ask him about it. If your dad knows her, that’ll be able to confirm that love and
hatred exist between them!”

“That’s right. You can call and confirm it with Uncle Morris.”

Upon hearing Evan and Davin’s prompting, Levant hesitated for a moment before giving
Murphy a call.

The person on the other end picked up the call almost immediately.

“What’s the matter?”

“Dad, I wanted to ask if you know a certain someone called Jordyn?”
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When Murphy heard that name, his heart skipped a beat, and his expression darkened.
Immediately, memories from the past flashed past his mind, causing him to feel nauseous.

“Dad, do you know her? Did you and her—”

“Why are you asking about her out of the blue?”

By his tone, it could practically be confirmed that Murphy knew about Jordyn.

“Dad, do you have a grudge against Jordyn? Did you abandon her back then?”

“It’s all in the past. Why are you still bringing it up?” Murphy’s voice was low.

“Dad, so you really did abandon her and let her down?”

Murphy hesitated for a moment before answering, “All right. If you have nothing else to say, I
still have some matters to settle.” After that, he hung up the call.

The three of them exchanged glances. It was obvious that Murphy knew who Jordyn was.

There was a huge possibility that Murphy was ashamed of his actions, seeing how he
refused to bring up the past.

“So… What should we do about it now?” Levant asked the duo.

“Is there a possibility that we could resolve the grudge between them?” Evan asked.
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Davin sighed deeply. “The issues between a man and a woman are as simple as they are
complicated. However, judging by Crystal Rose’s hatred toward Uncle Morris, it doesn’t
seem like an easy task to resolve their problems with each other. “In fact, the more hate a
woman has toward someone, the more it stands as solid proof she was once madly in love
with that person. It’s no surprise that she still has a love-hate relationship with that person!

“Also, Uncle Morris is single now. If they could resolve their past grudges and regain their
peace with each other, Crystal Rose could become his wife again. From there onward, I’m
sure she would gladly cure Nina and even help us heal others, too!”

Davin was elated. However, Levant disagreed strongly with the former’s words.

“Are you trying to get me a stepmother? Your ideas are terrible, Davin!” exclaimed Levant.

“Do you have any better ideas, then? Anyway, I’m just blabbering. Even if you’re willing to call
her ‘Mom’, it doesn’t mean she’ll accept it right away!”

“That’s great! After all, I don’t want to call her that either!”

“Our top priority now is to understand the past between Uncle Morris and her.”

They had a little chat on the phone with Murphy a while ago, but he never talked about his
past. Thus, it seemed they would have to communicate with Crystal Rose directly if they
wanted answers.

After a discussion between the three of them, Levant volunteered and suggested, “Why
don’t I have a talk with her?”
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“You’ll talk to her? Sure! But will she agree to speak with you?” Davin asked worriedly.

Levant pondered quietly and concluded, “I have my ways to make her talk.” Then, he rose
and exited the room.

“Evan, are you sure he’s the right person for that task? Will Crystal Rose be willing to talk to
him?”

Following Davin’s doubt, Evan stared at the leaving man’s back until he gradually vanished
from sight. “I don’t know. However, since Levant volunteered, it doesn’t harm anyone for him
to try.”

Davin stayed silent. Levant won’t be chased out by that weird woman, right?

Out of curiosity, he decided to follow Levant and see for himself what would happen.

Meanwhile, Levant arrived at Crystal Rose’s doorstep and knocked on the door.

Shortly after, the door swung open. Crystal Rose’s expression darkened as soon as she saw
Levant. “How can I help you?” she asked coldly.

“I would like to talk to you.”

“I’m busy.”

“I have a way to kill Murphy in a heartbeat. I believe you might be interested in it.”

Crystal Rose was surprised by Levant’s initiation concerning the topic.

She scanned Levant from head to toe. She didn’t dislike him as she also had a son who was
of similar age. I wonder if my son is doing well out there nowadays?

“Can we talk about it if that caught your interest?”

Crystal Rose regained her train of thoughts and let Levant into the house.
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Davin, who was hiding in a corner after stalking Levant to this location, was shocked by the
scene he just witnessed. D*mn, I can’t believe Levant really had a way to deal with Crystal
Rose! He even successfully entered her room!

Davin was extremely curious about the discussion between Levant and Crystal Rose, so he
remained hidden in his spot and waited for Levant’s reappearance.

In the room, Crystal Rose was quite courteous to Levant and invited him to have a seat. The
latter retracted his wandering gaze around the environment and sat on a bamboo chair.

“You said you had a swift method to kill Murphy. What is it?”

Levant was stunned for a split second before saying, “I cannot guarantee the method’s
success rate, but before I tell you about it, may I ask what your grudge with Murphy is? Did
he leave you? Were you… his lover? Or were you something else?”

Lover? Crystal Rose smiled mockingly. “I will never be someone’s lover in this lifetime!”

Levant remained silent. Since Crystal Rose and Dad were never lovers, does that mean they
were in a serious relationship before Dad married Mom? Did Dad leave her so he could
marry Mom? Is that why Crystal Rose holds a grudge toward Dad? For abandoning her?

As he mulled over the situation, Crystal Rose soon revealed some baffling information to
him…
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